In some cases FXCL, FLCL, and FLOP units are stocked, contact Timken Customer Service for details.

Notes: All assemblies and housings described on this page constitute fixed open units (FXOP), which are typically stocked items. To create the float open (FLOP) version, order the FXOP version and remove the stabilizing ring from the housing.

If a closed end housing is required, order the FXOP version and order the appropriate end plug box passenger separately to create the fixed closed (FXCL) or float closed (FCLL) versions (remove stabilizing ring for FCLL).

In some cases FXCL, FCLL, and FLOP units are stocked, contact Timken Customer Service for details.

Example: To create SAF 22515 FLOP, order Timken SAF 22515 FXOP and EPS 4 and assemble without the stabilizing ring from the housing.
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Find the size you need - fast

• Standard shaft sizes ranging from 1/16 in. to 12 1/2 in.
• Custom shaft sizes up to 40 inches
• Metric bore sizes are available

Reduce your downtime

• Fast shipment on most standard shaft sizes
• Competitive inventory levels of housings, bearings and accessories to mount and seal
• Split construction design simplifies installation and saves service time

Choose the design you need

• Tapered bore design for easy mounting
• Straight bore design for better axial location
• Readily convert the block from fixed to float by removing the stabilizing ring

Order complete assembly or components separately

• Well stocked inventory typically enables quick shipment of standard product